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Cloud Services, Networking, and Management

2015-04-20

cloud services networking and management provides a comprehensive overview of the cloud infrastructure and services as well as their underlying management mechanisms
including data center virtualization and networking cloud security and reliability big data analytics scientific and commercial applications special features of the book
include state of the art content self contained chapters for readers with specific interests includes commercial applications on cloud video services and games

Deploying and Managing a Cloud Infrastructure

2015-01-12

learn in demand cloud computing skills from industry experts deploying and managing a cloud infrastructure is an excellent resource for it professionals seeking to tap
into the demand for cloud administrators this book helps prepare candidates for the comptia cloud certification cv0 001 cloud computing certification exam designed for
it professionals with 2 3 years of networking experience this certification provides validation of your cloud infrastructure knowledge with over 30 years of combined
experience in cloud computing the author team provides the latest expert perspectives on enterprise level mobile computing and covers the most essential topics for
building and maintaining cloud based systems including understanding basic cloud related computing concepts terminology and characteristics identifying cloud delivery
solutions and deploying new infrastructure managing cloud technologies services and networks monitoring hardware and software performance featuring real world
examples and interactive exercises deploying and managing cloud infrastructure delivers practical knowledge you can apply immediately and in addition you also get
access to a full set of electronic study tools including interactive test environment electronic flashcards glossary of key terms now is the time to learn the cloud
computing skills you need to take that next step in your it career

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure for Solutions Architects

2021-10-15

develop enterprise architect skills by building secure highly available and cost effective solutions with oracle functions terraform and the oracle cloud vmware
solution key featuresexplore oracle s gen 2 0 cloud infrastructure and its high performance computing capabilitiesunderstand hybrid cloud capabilities and learn to
migrate apps from on premises vmware clusters to ocilearn to create kubernetes clusters and run containerized applications on oracle s container enginebook description
oracle cloud infrastructure oci is a set of complementary cloud services that enables you to build and run a wide range of applications and services in a highly
available hosted environment this book is a fast paced practical guide that will help you develop the capabilities to leverage oci services and effectively manage your
cloud infrastructure oracle cloud infrastructure for solutions architects begins by helping you get to grips with the fundamentals of oracle cloud infrastructure and
moves on to cover the building blocks of the layers of infrastructure as a service iaas such as identity and access management iam compute storage network and
database as you advance you ll delve into the development aspects of oci where you ll learn to build cloud native applications and perform operations on oci resources
as well as use the cli api and sdk finally you ll explore the capabilities of building an oracle hybrid cloud infrastructure by the end of this book you ll have learned how
to leverage the oci and gained a solid understanding of the persona of an architect as well as a developer s perspective what you will learnbecome well versed with the
building blocks of oci gen 2 0 cloudcontrol access to your cloud resources using iam componentsmanage and operate various compute instancestune and configure
various storage options for your appsdevelop applications on oci using oci registry ocir cloud shell oci container engine for kubernetes oke and service meshdiscover
ways to use object relational mapping orm to create infrastructure blocks using terraform codewho this book is for this book is for cloud architects cloud developers
and devsecops engineers who want to learn how to architect and develop on oracle cloud infrastructure by leveraging a wide range of oci iaas capabilities working
knowledge of linux exposure to basic programming and a basic understanding of networking concepts are needed to get the most out of this book



Cloud Infrastructure and Services

2013-12-31

cloud infrastructure and services educates readers about cloud deployment and service models cloud infrastructure and the key considerations in migrating to cloud
computing using the u s national institute of standards and technology as a definitive guide the book covers technologies required to build classic traditional
virtualized and cloud data center environments these technologies include compute storage networking desktop and application virtualization additional areas of focus
include business continuity security and management readers will learn about the key considerations and steps involved in transitioning from the current state of their
data center to a cloud computing environment upon completing this book readers will have the knowledge to make informed decisions about migrating to cloud
infrastructure and choosing the best deployment model for their organization the book will cover cloud overview foundations benefits trends cloud service models
deployment models brokers adoption compute network and storage classic and virtual infrastructure management application desktop implications transformation cloud
availability security service creation and service management

Practical Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

2020-01-31

use this fast paced and comprehensive guide to build cloud based solutions on oracle cloud infrastructure you will understand cloud infrastructure and learn how to
launch new applications and move existing applications to oracle cloud emerging trends in software architecture are covered such as autonomous platforms
infrastructure as code containerized applications cloud based container orchestration with managed kubernetes and running serverless workloads using open source
tools practical examples are provided this book teaches you how to self provision the cloud resources you require to run and scale your custom cloud based
applications using a convenient web console and programmable apis and you will learn how to manage your infrastructure as code with terraform you will be able to
plan design implement deploy run and monitor your production grade and fault tolerant cloud software solutions in oracle s data centers across the world paying only
for the resources you actually use oracle cloud infrastructure is part of oracle s new generation cloud that delivers a complete and well integrated set of
infrastructure as a service iaas capabilities compute storage networking edge services dns web application firewall and platform as a service paas capabilities such as
oracle autonomous database which supports both transactional and analytical workloads the certified and fully managed oracle kubernetes engine and a serverless
platform based on an open source fn project what you will learnbuild software solutions on oracle cloudautomate cloud infrastructure with cli and terraformfollow
best practices for architecting on oracle cloudemploy oracle autonomous database to obtain valuable data insightsrun containerized applications on oracle s
container engine for kubernetesunderstand the emerging cloud native ecosystem who this book is for cloud architects developers devops engineers and technology students
and others who want to learn how to build cloud based systems on oracle cloud infrastructure oci leveraging a broad range of oci infrastructure as a service iaas
capabilities oracle autonomous database and oracle s container engine for kubernetes readers should have a working knowledge of linux exposure to programming and a
basic understanding of networking concepts all exercises in the book can be done at no cost with a 30 day oracle cloud trial

Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security

2014-03-29

for cloud users and providers alike security is an everyday concern yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject this book will help address
this information gap from an information technology solution and usage centric view of cloud infrastructure security the book highlights the fundamental technology
components necessary to build and enable trusted clouds here also is an explanation of the security and compliance challenges organizations face as they migrate mission
critical applications to the cloud and how trusted clouds that have their integrity rooted in hardware can address these challenges this book provides use cases and
solution reference architectures to enable infrastructure integrity and the creation of trusted pools leveraging intel trusted execution technology txt trusted geo
location management in the cloud enabling workload and data location compliance and boundary control usages in the cloud openstack based reference architecture of
tenant controlled virtual machine and workload protection in the cloud a reference design to enable secure hybrid clouds for a cloud bursting use case providing



infrastructure visibility and control to organizations a valuable guide to the next generation of cloud security and hardware based root of trust more than an
explanation of the what and how is the explanation of why and why you can t afford to ignore it vince lubsey vice president product development virtustream inc raghu
provides a valuable reference for the new inside out approach where trust in hardware software and privileged users is never assumed but instead measured attested and
limited according to least privilege principles john skinner vice president hytrust inc traditional parameter based defenses are in sufficient in the cloud raghu s book
addresses this problem head on by highlighting unique usage models to enable trusted infrastructure in this open environment a must read if you are exposed in cloud nikhil
sharma sr director of cloud solutions office of cto emc corporation

Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure and Operations Explained

2022-08-29

modernize and migrate smoothly to hybrid cloud infrastructure and successfully mitigate complexities relating to the infrastructure platform and production
environment key featurespresents problems and solutions for application modernization based on real life use caseshelps design and implement efficient highly available and
scalable cloud native applicationsteaches you how to adopt a cloud native culture for successful deployments on hybrid cloud platformsbook description most
organizations are now either moving to the cloud through modernization or building their apps in the cloud hybrid cloud is one of the best approaches for cloud migration
and the modernization journey for any enterprise this is why along with coding skills developers need to know the big picture of cloud footprint and be aware of the
integration models between apps in a hybrid and multi cloud infrastructure this book represents an overview of your end to end journey to the cloud to be future
agnostic the journey starts with a hybrid cloud you ll gain an overall understanding of how to approach migration to the cloud using hybrid cloud technologies from
ibm and red hat next you ll be able to explore the challenges requirements both functional and non functional and the process of app modernization for enterprises by
analyzing various use cases the book then provides you with insights into the different reference solutions for app modernization on the cloud which will help you to
learn how to design and implement patterns and best practices in your job by the end of this book you ll be able to successfully modernize applications and cloud
infrastructure in hyperscaler public clouds such as ibm and hybrid clouds using red hat technologies as well as develop secure applications for cloud environments what
you will learnstrategize application modernization from the planning to the implementation phaseapply cloud native development concepts methods and best
practicesselect the right strategy for cloud adoption and modernizationexplore container platforms storage network security and operationsmanage cloud operations
using sres finops and mlops principlesdesign a modern data insight hub on the cloudwho this book is for this book is for cloud native application developers involved in
modernizing legacy applications by refactoring and rebuilding them cloud solution architects and technical leaders will also find this book useful it will be helpful to
have a basic understanding of cloud native application development and cloud providers before getting started with this book

Enterprise Cloud Computing for Non-Engineers

2018-03-14

this book provides a technical description of cloud computing technologies covering cloud infrastructure and platform services it then addresses the basics of operating
a cloud computing data center the services offered from cloud providers the carrier role in connecting users to data centers and the process of interconnecting cloud
data centers to form a flexible processing unit it also describes how cloud computing has made an impact in various industries and provides emerging technologies that are
critical within each industry lastly this book will address security requirements and provide the best practices in securing data

Cloud Management and Security

2014-06-04

written by an expert with over 15 years experience in thefield this book establishes the foundations of cloud computing building an in depth and diverse understanding of
the technologiesbehind cloud computing in this book the author begins with an introduction to cloudcomputing presenting fundamental concepts such as analyzing
clouddefinitions cloud evolution cloud services cloud deploymenttypes and highlighting the main challenges following on from theintroduction the book is divided into



three parts cloudmanagement cloud security and practical examples part one presents the main components constituting the cloud andfederated cloud infrastructure e g
interactions and deployment discusses management platforms resources and services identifies and analyzes the mainproperties of the cloud infrastructure and presents
cloudautomated management services virtual and application resourcemanagement services part two analyzes the problem of establishingtrustworthy cloud discusses
foundation frameworks for addressingthis problem focusing on mechanisms for treating the securitychallenges discusses foundation frameworks and mechanisms forremote
attestation in cloud and establishing cloud trust anchors and lastly provides a framework for establishing a trustworthyprovenance system and describes its
importance in addressing majorsecurity challenges such as forensic investigation mitigatinginsider threats and operation management assurance finally partthree based on
practical examples presents real life commercialand open source examples of some of the concepts discussed andincludes a real life case study to reinforce learning
especially focusing on cloud security key features covers in detail two main aspects of cloud computing cloud management and cloud security presents a high level view i
e architectureframework for clouds and federated clouds which is useful forprofessionals decision makers and students includes illustrations and real life
deploymentscenarios to bridge the gap between theory and practice extracts defines and analyzes the desired propertiesand management services of cloud computing and its
associatedchallenges and disadvantages analyzes the risks associated with cloud services anddeployment types and what could be done to address the risk
forestablishing trustworthy cloud computing provides a research roadmap to establish next generationtrustworthy cloud computing includes exercises and solutions
to problems as well aspowerpoint slides for instructors

T Bytes Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure

2020-11-02

this document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information relevant for hybrid cloud infrastructure technology we are very excited
to share this content and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic publication immensely

Cloud Computing with Security

2019-09-04

this book provides readers with an overview of cloud computing starting with historical background on mainframe computers and early networking protocols leading to
current concerns such as hardware and systems security performance emerging areas of iot edge computing etc readers will benefit from the in depth discussion of cloud
computing usage and the underlying architectures the authors explain carefully the why s and how s of cloud computing so engineers will find this book an invaluable
source of information to the topic this second edition includes new material on cloud computing security threat vectors and trust models as well as best practices for
a using dynamic cloud infrastructure and cloud operations management several new examples and analysis of cloud security have been added including edge computing with
iot devices

Cloud Application Architectures

2009-04-01

if you re involved in planning it infrastructure as a network or system architect system administrator or developer this book will help you adapt your skills to work
with these highly scalable highly redundant infrastructure services while analysts hotly debate the advantages and risks of cloud computing it staff and programmers
are left to determine whether and how to put their applications into these virtualized services cloud application architectures provides answers and critical guidance on
issues of cost availability performance scaling privacy and security with cloud application architectures you will understand the differences between traditional
deployment and cloud computing determine whether moving existing applications to the cloud makes technical and business sense analyze and compare the long term costs
of cloud services traditional hosting and owning dedicated servers learn how to build a transactional web application for the cloud or migrate one to it understand
how the cloud helps you better prepare for disaster recovery change your perspective on application scaling to provide realistic examples of the book s principles in
action the author delves into some of the choices and operations available on amazon services and includes high level summaries of several of the other services



available on the market today cloud application architectures provides best practices that apply to every available cloud service learn how to make the transition to
the cloud and prepare your web applications to succeed

Guide to Cloud Computing

2012-11-28

this book describes the landscape of cloud computing from first principles leading the reader step by step through the process of building and configuring a cloud
environment the book not only considers the technologies for designing and creating cloud computing platforms but also the business models and frameworks in real
world implementation of cloud platforms emphasis is placed on learning by doing and readers are encouraged to experiment with a range of different tools and approaches
topics and features includes review questions hands on exercises study activities and discussion topics throughout the text demonstrates the approaches used to build
cloud computing infrastructures reviews the social economic and political aspects of the on going growth in cloud computing use discusses legal and security concerns
in cloud computing examines techniques for the appraisal of financial investment into cloud computing identifies areas for further research within this rapidly moving field

T-Bytes Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure Industry.

2020-06-30

this document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information relevant for hybrid cloud infrastructure industry we are very excited to
share this content and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic publication immensely

Cloud Infrastructure and Data Center

2015-11-21

cloud infrastructure and data center book is a collection of information technology big pictures the purpose of the book is to help students and network system
administrators to learn information technology the book covers many topics such as networking system administration cabling voip desktop management server
management information storage it security wireless mobile management cloud infrastructure software defined data center software defined storage software defined
network data center automation orchestration problem solving disaster and recovery risk management asset management time management budget management project
management it services and the future of it the rated is entry level to manager level the actual values of this book are 10 000 of training and four years degree

Building a Future-Proof Cloud Infrastructure

2020-02-13

prepare for the future of cloud infrastructure distributed services platforms by moving service modules closer to applications distributed services ds platforms will
future proof cloud architectures improving performance responsiveness observability and troubleshooting network pioneer silvano gai demonstrates ds platforms
remarkable capabilities and guides you through implementing them in diverse hardware focusing on business benefits throughout gai shows how to provide essential shared
services such as segment routing nat firewall micro segmentation load balancing ssl tls termination vpns rdma and storage including storage compression and encryption
he also compares three leading hardware based approaches sea of processors fpgas and asics preparing you to evaluate solutions ask the right questions and plan
strategies for your environment understand the business drivers behind ds platforms and the value they offer see how modern network design and virtualization create a
foundation for ds platforms achieve unprecedented scale through domain specific hardware standardized functionalities and granular distribution compare advantages
and disadvantages of each leading hardware approach to ds platforms learn how p4 domain specific language and architecture enable high performance low power asics



that are data plane programmable at runtime distribute cloud security services including firewalls encryption key management and vpns implement distributed storage and
rdma services in large scale cloud networks utilize distributed services cards to offload networking processing from host cpus explore the newest ds platform
management architectures building a future proof cloud architecture is for network cloud application and storage engineers security experts and every technology
professional who wants to succeed with tomorrow s most advanced service architectures

Moving To The Cloud

2011-12

chapter 1 introduction chapter 2 infrastructure as a service chapter 3 platform as a service chapter 4 application as a service chapter 5 paradigms for developing
cloud applications chapter 6 addressing the cloud challenges chapter 7 security chapter 8 managing the cloud infrastructure chapter 9 related technologies chapter 10
future trends and research directions

T-Byte Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure

2020-01-30

this document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information relevant for hybrid cloud infrastructure industry we are very excited to
share this content and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic publication immensely

PaaS, IaaS, And SaaS: Complete Cloud Infrastructure

101-01-01

introducing the ultimate cloud infrastructure mastery bundle paas iaas and saas your complete guide from beginner to expert are you ready to skyrocket your cloud
expertise unlock the power of terraform gce aws microsoft azure kubernetes and ibm cloud with this all encompassing 12 in 1 book bundle what s inside 1 terraform
essentials master infrastructure as code 2 google cloud engine mastery harness google s cloud power 3 aws unleashed dominate amazon services 4 azure mastery excel
with microsoft s cloud 5 kubernetes simplified conquer container orchestration 6 ibm cloud mastery navigate ibm s cloud solutions 7 plus 5 more essential guides why
choose our bundle comprehensive learning from beginner to expert this bundle covers it all real world application practical insights for real world cloud projects step
by step guidance clear and concise instructions for every skill level time saving get all the knowledge you need in one place stay current up to date content for the
latest cloud technologies affordable save big compared to buying individual books unlock limitless possibilities whether you re an aspiring cloud architect a seasoned
developer or a tech enthusiast this bundle empowers you to build scalable and efficient cloud infrastructures deploy and manage applications effortlessly optimize cloud
costs and resources automate repetitive tasks with terraform orchestrate containers with kubernetes master multiple cloud platforms ensure security and compliance
what our readers say this bundle is a game changer i went from cloud novice to cloud expert in no time the step by step guides make complex topics easy to understand the
knowledge in these books is worth every penny i recommend it to all my colleagues bonus exclusive access to resources updates and a community of fellow learners
embark on your cloud journey today don t miss out on this limited time opportunity to become a cloud infrastructure expert click add to cart now and elevate your
cloud skills with the paas iaas and saas complete cloud infrastructure bundle

Cloud Native Infrastructure

2017-10-25

cloud native infrastructure is more than servers network and storage in the cloud it is as much about operational hygiene as it is about elasticity and scalability in



this book you ll learn practices patterns and requirements for creating infrastructure that meets your needs capable of managing the full life cycle of cloud native
applications justin garrison and kris nova reveal hard earned lessons on architecting infrastructure from companies such as google amazon and netflix they draw
inspiration from projects adopted by the cloud native computing foundation cncf and provide examples of patterns seen in existing tools such as kubernetes with this book
you will understand why cloud native infrastructure is necessary to effectively run cloud native applications use guidelines to decide when and if your business should
adopt cloud native practices learn patterns for deploying and managing infrastructure and applications design tests to prove that your infrastructure works as
intended even in a variety of edge cases learn how to secure infrastructure with policy as code

Cloud Computing For Dummies

2010-01-19

the easy way to understand and implement cloud computing technology written by a team of experts cloud computing can be difficult to understand at first but the cost
saving possibilities are great and many companies are getting on board if you ve been put in charge of implementing cloud computing this straightforward plain english guide
clears up the confusion and helps you get your plan in place you ll learn how cloud computing enables you to run a more green it infrastructure and access technology
enabled services from the internet in the cloud without having to understand manage or invest in the technology infrastructure that supports them you ll also find out
what you need to consider when implementing a plan how to handle security issues and more cloud computing is a way for businesses to take advantage of storage and
virtual services through the internet saving money on infrastructure and support this book provides a clear definition of cloud computing from the utility computing
standpoint and also addresses security concerns offers practical guidance on delivering and managing cloud computing services effectively and efficiently presents a
proactive and pragmatic approach to implementing cloud computing in any organization helps it managers and staff understand the benefits and challenges of cloud
computing how to select a service and what s involved in getting it up and running highly experienced author team consults and gives presentations on emerging
technologies cloud computing for dummies gets straight to the point providing the practical information you need to know

Performance and Capacity Themes for Cloud Computing

2013-03-20

this ibm redpapertm is the second in a series that addresses the performance and capacity considerations of the evolving cloud computing model the first redpaper
publication performance implications of cloud computing redp 4875 introduced cloud computing with its various deployment models support roles and offerings along
with it performance and capacity implications associated with these deployment models and offerings in this redpaper we discuss lessons learned in the two years since the
first paper was written we offer practical guidance about how to select workloads that work best with cloud computing and about how to address areas such as
performance testing monitoring service level agreements and capacity planning considerations for both single and multi tenancy environments we also provide an example
of a recent project where cloud computing solved current business needs such as cost reduction optimization of infrastructure utilization and more efficient systems
management and reporting capabilities and how the solution addressed performance and capacity challenges we conclude with a summary of the lessons learned and a
perspective about how cloud computing can affect performance and capacity in the future

Architecting Google Cloud Solutions

2021-05-14

achieve your business goals and build highly available scalable and secure cloud infrastructure by designing robust and cost effective solutions as a google cloud
architect key featuresgain hands on experience in designing and managing high performance cloud solutionsleverage google cloud platform to optimize technical and
business processes using cutting edge technologies and servicesuse google cloud big data ai and ml services to design scalable and intelligent data solutionsbook
description google has been one of the top players in the public cloud domain thanks to its agility and performance capabilities this book will help you design develop and
manage robust secure and dynamic solutions to successfully meet your business needs you ll learn how to plan and design network compute storage and big data



systems that incorporate security and compliance from the ground up the chapters will cover simple to complex use cases for devising solutions to business problems
before focusing on how to leverage google cloud s platform as a service paas and software as a service saas capabilities for designing modern no operations platforms
throughout this book you ll discover how to design for scalability resiliency and high availability later you ll find out how to use google cloud to design modern
applications using microservices architecture automation and infrastructure as code iac practices the concluding chapters then demonstrate how to apply machine
learning and artificial intelligence ai to derive insights from your data finally you will discover best practices for operating and monitoring your cloud solutions as
well as performing troubleshooting and quality assurance by the end of this google cloud book you ll be able to design robust enterprise grade solutions using google
cloud platform what you will learnget to grips with compute storage networking data analytics and pricingdiscover delivery models such as iaas paas and saasexplore
the underlying technologies and economics of cloud computingdesign for scalability business continuity observability and resiliencysecure google cloud solutions and
ensure complianceunderstand operational best practices and learn how to architect a monitoring solutiongain insights into modern application design with google
cloudleverage big data machine learning and ai with google cloudwho this book is for this book is for cloud architects who are responsible for designing and managing
cloud solutions with gcp you ll also find the book useful if you re a system engineer or enterprise architect looking to learn how to design solutions with google cloud
moreover cloud architects who already have experience with other cloud providers and are now beginning to work with google cloud will benefit from the book although
an intermediate level understanding of cloud computing and distributed apps is required prior experience of working in the public and hybrid cloud domain is not mandatory

T Bytes Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure

2021-02-05

this document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information relevant for hybrid cloud infrastructure industry we are very excited to
share this content and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic publication immensely

Silver Clouds, Dark Linings

2010-09-15

the executive s strategic guide to driving maximum business value from cloud services cloud services represent a fundamental shift in how individuals enterprises and
governments conduct business interact and use technology if used effectively they can increase business agility and focus simplify capacity planning and strengthen cost
control unsurprisingly however the cloud also presents risks in this concise executive level book leading experts archie reed and stephen g bennett share the insights and
guidance decision makers need to drive maximum value from cloud services and avoid the pitfalls the authors explain what cloud computing is how it works who provides
cloud services and how companies are using them next they walk through the entire cloud lifecycle offering expert guidance on planning governance compliance security
operations administration management and more you ll learn how to assess the opportunities benefits and risks of cloud services in your environment use the cloud to
improve processes accelerate system product delivery or create entirely new products and businesses approach the cloud strategically and learn why you should
understand cloud infrastructure operations and standards from the decision maker s point of view build on existing solution architecture design practices and soa
investments ensure appropriate control monitoring compliance and security use it process standardization to simplify cloud services management define a flexible roadmap
that enables multiple projects to move forward in parallel and can change as the marketplace evolves cover illustration by rapideye istockphoto com

Cloud Computing

2018-03-23

this book provides readers with an overview of cloud computing starting with historical background on mainframe computers and early networking protocols leading to
current concerns such as hardware and systems security performance emerging areas of iot edge computing etc readers will benefit from the in depth discussion of cloud
computing usage and the underlying architecture with focus on best practices for using a dynamic cloud infrastructure cloud operations management and cloud security
the authors explain carefully the why s and how s of cloud computing so engineers will find this book and invaluable introduction to the topic



Applied OpenStack Design Patterns

2016-12-20

learn practical and applied openstack cloud design solutions to gain maximum control over your infrastructure you will achieve a complete controlled and
customizable platform applied openstack design patterns teaches you how to map your application flow once you set up components and architectural design patterns
also covered is storage management and computing to map user requests and allocations best practices of high availability and native cluster management are included
solutions are presented to network components of openstack and to reduce latency and enable faster communication gateways between components of openstack and
native applications what you will learn design a modern cloud infrastructure solve complex infrastructure application problems understand openstack cloud
infrastructure components adopt a business impact analysis to support existing new cloud infrastructure use specific components to integrate an existing tool chain set
to gain agility and a quick continuous delivery model who this book is for seasoned solution architects devops and system engineers and analysts

Mastering AWS CloudFormation

2020-05-08

build scalable and production ready infrastructure in amazon services with cloudformation key features leverage aws cloudformation templates to manage your entire
infrastructure get up and running with writing your infrastructure as code and automating your environment simplify infrastructure management and increase
productivity with aws cloudformation book descriptiondevops and the cloud revolution have forced software engineers and operations teams to rethink how to manage
infrastructures with this aws book you ll understand how you can use infrastructure as code iac to simplify it operations and manage the modern cloud infrastructure
effectively with aws cloudformation this comprehensive guide will help you explore aws cloudformation from template structures through to developing complex and
reusable infrastructure stacks you ll then delve into validating templates deploying stacks and handling deployment failures the book will also show you how to
leverage aws codebuild and codepipeline to automate resource delivery and apply continuous integration and continuous delivery ci cd practices to the stack as you
advance you ll learn how to generate templates on the fly using macros and create resources outside aws with custom resources finally you ll improve the way you
manage the modern cloud in aws by extending cloudformation using aws serverless application model sam and aws cloud development kit cdk by the end of this book you ll
have mastered all the major aws cloudformation concepts and be able to simplify infrastructure management what you will learn understand modern approaches to iac
develop universal and reusable cloudformation templates discover ways to apply continuous delivery with cloudformation implement iac best practices for the aws
cloud provision massive applications across multiple regions and accounts automate template generation and software provisioning for aws extend cloudformation
with custom resources and template macros who this book is forif you are a developer who wants to learn how to write templates a devops engineer interested in
deployment and orchestration or a solutions architect looking to understand the benefits of managing infrastructure with ease this book is for you prior understanding
of the aws cloud is necessary

Protecting Information Assets and IT Infrastructure in the Cloud

2019-04-30

today many businesses and corporations are moving their on premises it infrastructure to the cloud there are numerous advantages to do doing so including on demand
service scalability and fixed pricing as a result the cloud has become a popular target of cyber based attacks although an isp is often charged with keeping virtual
infrastructure secure it is not safe to assume this back up measures must be taken this book explains how to guard against cyber attacks by adding another layer of
protection to the most valuable data in the cloud customer information and trade secrets



Security Considerations for Cloud Computing

2012-11-09

the open group s long awaited guidance on cloud is now published cloud computing is the major evolution today in computing it describes how the internet has enabled
organizations to access computing resources as a commodity and when needed in much the same way as households access household utilities for enterprises with complex
and expensive it systems the idea of paying on demand for someone else to provide it services is attractive this authoritative guide is specifically designed for business
managers to understand the benefits that can be achieved includingimproved timeliness and agilityresource optimisationcontrol and reduction of costsmore
innovationincreased securitydecreased exposure to riskdemonstration of complianceimproved quality of supportimproved business continuity resourcethe authoritative
title published by the globally respected open group gives managers reliable and independent guidance that will help to support decisions and actions in this key
operational area

Cloud Computing for Business -The Open Group Guide

1970-01-01

this book addresses topics related to cloud and big data technologies architecture and applications including distributed computing and data centers cloud
infrastructure and security and end user services the majority of the book is devoted to the security aspects of cloud computing and big data cloud computing which can
be seen as any subscription based or pay per use service that extends the internet s existing capabilities has gained considerable attention from both academia and the it
industry as a new infrastructure requiring smaller investments in hardware platforms staff training or licensing software tools it is a new paradigm that has ushered in
a revolution in both data storage and computation in parallel to this progress big data technologies which rely heavily on cloud computing platforms for both data
storage and processing have been developed and deployed at breathtaking speed they are among the most frequently used technologies for developing applications and
services in many fields such as the web health and energy accordingly cloud computing and big data technologies are two of the most central current and future research
mainstreams they involve and impact a host of fields including business scientific research and public and private administration gathering extended versions of the best
papers presented at the third international conference on cloud computing technologies and applications cloudtech 17 this book offers a valuable resource for all
information system managers researchers students developers and policymakers involved in the technological and application aspects of cloud computing and big data

Cloud Computing and Big Data: Technologies, Applications and Security

2018-07-27

improve your azure architecture practice and set out on a cloud and cloud native journey with this azure cloud native architecture guide key featuresdiscover the key
drivers of successful azure architectureimplement architecture maps as a compass to tackle any challengeunderstand architecture maps in detail with the help of
practical use casesbook description azure offers a wide range of services that enable a million ways to architect your solutions complete with original maps and expert
analysis this book will help you to explore azure and choose the best solutions for your unique requirements starting with the key aspects of architecture this book
shows you how to map different architectural perspectives and covers a variety of use cases for each architectural discipline you ll get acquainted with the basic
cloud vocabulary and learn which strategic aspects to consider for a successful cloud journey as you advance through the chapters you ll understand technical
considerations from the perspective of a solutions architect you ll then explore infrastructure aspects such as network disaster recovery and high availability and
leverage infrastructure as code iac through arm templates bicep and terraform the book also guides you through cloud design patterns distributed architecture and
ecosystem solutions such as dapr from an application architect s perspective you ll work with both traditional etl and olap and modern data practices big data and
advanced analytics in the cloud and finally get to grips with cloud native security by the end of this book you ll have picked up best practices and more rounded
knowledge of the different architectural perspectives what you will learngain overarching architectural knowledge of the microsoft azure cloud platformexplore the
possibilities of building a full azure solution by considering different architectural perspectivesimplement best practices for architecting and deploying azure
infrastructurereview different patterns for building a distributed application with ecosystem frameworks and solutionsget to grips with cloud native concepts using



containerized workloadswork with aks azure kubernetes service and use it with service mesh technologies to design a microservices hosting platformwho this book is for
this book is for aspiring azure architects or anyone who specializes in security infrastructure data and application architecture if you are a developer or infrastructure
engineer looking to enhance your azure knowledge you ll find this book useful

The Azure Cloud Native Architecture Mapbook

2021-02-17

this book presents a collection of diverse perspectives on cloud computing and its vital role in all components of organizations improving the understanding of cloud
computing and tackling related concerns such as change management security processing approaches and much more provided by publisher

Cloud Computing Service and Deployment Models: Layers and Management

2012-10-31

the encyclopedia of cloud computing provides it professionals educators researchers and students with a compendium of cloud computing knowledge authored by a
spectrum of subject matter experts in industry and academia this unique publication in a single volume covers a wide range of cloud computing topics including
technological trends and developments research opportunities best practices standards and cloud adoption providing multiple perspectives it also addresses questions
that stakeholders might have in the context of development operation management and use of clouds furthermore it examines cloud computing s impact now and in the
future the encyclopedia presents 56 chapters logically organized into 10 sections each chapter covers a major topic area with cross references to other chapters and
contains tables illustrations side bars as appropriate furthermore each chapter presents its summary at the beginning and backend material references and additional
resources for further information

Encyclopedia of Cloud Computing

2016-05-09

cloud computing is a model where computing resources processors storage software are offered as a utility from an indistinct location and boundaries to the user
adoption of cloud computing in recent years has gained momentum within various avenues round the globe due to its characteristics like elasticity virtualization and pay
as you go pricing in tune with the trend various companies have evolved which are offering web applications these companies provide the system required to host the
application to users on lease which saves them from purchasing the book combines both theoretical and practical perspectives of cloud computing with a slant towards
library and information centres the book describes in detail about various companies which are providing cloud computing solutions and infrastructure for library and
information centres intiatives of oclc and best practices adopted in other libraries around the world has been discussed at length many avenues of the implementation of
cloud computing has been identified in the present study various initiatives of the library professionals to move their internet sites their integrated library system for
cataloguing and acquisition cloud based library apps cloud based stack map and their repository systems and inter library loan systems to the cloud has been mentioned
the book further proposes a model which may serve as a blueprint for implementation of cloud computing technologies in libraries with the timely publication of book
library and information service practitioners after going through the book can outsource the task of maintaining the computer infrastructure and focus on their mission
to serve people with right information at right point of time

Cloud Computing in Libraries

2020-10-12



the emergence of the internet of things iot combined with greater heterogeneity not only online in cloud computing architectures but across the cloud to edge continuum is
introducing new challenges for managing applications and infrastructure across this continuum the scale and complexity is simply so complex that it is no longer
realistic for it teams to manually foresee the potential issues and manage the dynamism and dependencies across an increasing inter dependent chain of service provision this
open access pivot explores these challenges and offers a solution for the intelligent and reliable management of physical infrastructure and the optimal placement of
applications for the provision of services on distributed clouds this book provides a conceptual reference model for reliable capacity provisioning for distributed clouds
and discusses how data analytics and machine learning application and infrastructure optimization and simulation can deliver quality of service requirements cost
efficiently in this complex feature space these are illustrated through a series of case studies in cloud computing telecommunications big data analytics and smart cities

Managing Distributed Cloud Applications and Infrastructure

2020-07-20

with their rapidly changing architecture and api driven automation cloud platforms come with unique security challenges and opportunities this hands on book guides you
through security best practices for multivendor cloud environments whether your company plans to move legacy on premises projects to the cloud or build a new
infrastructure from the ground up developers it architects and security professionals will learn cloud specific techniques for securing popular cloud platforms such as
amazon services microsoft azure and ibm cloud chris dotson an ibm senior technical staff member shows you how to establish data asset management identity and access
management vulnerability management network security and incident response in your cloud environment

Practical Cloud Security

2019-03-04

accelerate hybrid cloud innovation using azure arc with the help of real world scenarios and examples key featuresget to grips with setting up and working with azure
archarness the power of azure arc and its integration with cutting edge technologies such as kubernetes and paas data servicesmanage govern and monitor your on
premises servers and applications with azurebook description with all the options available for deploying infrastructure on multi cloud platforms and on premises comes
the complexity of managing it which is adeptly handled by azure arc this book will show you how you can manage environments across platforms without having to
migrate workloads from on premises or multi cloud to azure every time implementing hybrid cloud with azure arc starts with an introduction to azure arc and hybrid
cloud computing covering use cases and various supported topologies you ll learn to set up windows and linux servers as arc enabled machines and get to grips with
deploying applications on kubernetes clusters with azure arc and gitops the book then demonstrates how to onboard an on premises sql server infrastructure as an arc
enabled sql server and deploy and manage a hyperscale postgresql infrastructure on premises through azure arc along with deployment the book also covers security
backup migration and data distribution aspects finally it shows you how to deploy and manage azure s data services on your own private cloud and explore multi cloud
solutions with azure arc by the end of this book you ll have a firm understanding of azure arc and how it interacts with various cutting edge technologies such as
kubernetes and paas data services what you will learnset up a fully functioning azure arc managed environmentexplore products and services from azure that will help
you to leverage azure arcunderstand the new vision of working with on premises infrastructuredeploy azure s paas data services on premises or on other cloud
platformsdiscover and learn about the technologies required to design a hybrid and multi cloud strategyimplement best practices to govern your it infrastructure in a
scalable modelwho this book is for this book is for cloud it professionals azure and or aws system administrators database administrators dbas and architects looking
to gain clarity about how azure arc works and how it can help them achieve business value anyone with basic azure knowledge will benefit from this book

Implementing Hybrid Cloud with Azure Arc

2021-07-16

this book reviews the challenging issues that present barriers to greater implementation of the cloud computing paradigm together with the latest research into
developing potential solutions topics and features presents a focus on the most important issues and limitations of cloud computing covering cloud security and



architecture qos and slas discusses a methodology for cloud security management and proposes a framework for secure data storage and identity management in the
cloud introduces a simulation tool for energy aware cloud environments and an efficient congestion control system for data center networks examines the issues of
energy aware vm consolidation in the iaas provision and software defined networking for cloud related applications reviews current trends and suggests future
developments in virtualization cloud security qos data warehouses cloud federation approaches and dbaas provision predicts how the next generation of utility
computing infrastructures will be designed

Cloud Computing

2014-10-20
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